This is a sample produced using chet. This package is inspired by Paul Ginsparg's harvmac, but uses L A T E X 2 ε instead of T E X. The commands provided are to be used as faster alternatives to L A T E X 2 ε 's default environments (which can all still be used with chet).
Preamble
To use chet first make sure that the file chet.sty is in your path. (If you have references you also have to add the file chetref.bst to your path.) You can then start your document with \documentclass{article} and include \usepackage{chet} in the preamble. For labels of equations, sections, etc. to appear on the margins, you can use the command \draftmode.
In the preamble of the document one also specifies the preprint number, authors' email addresses, and the abstract (see usage in this example file). If you want to have only one footnote with all email addresses and without footnote marks, then you can use the command \emails{} inside the \author{} environment. If a specific date is desired, then just include \date{} with the desired date in the preamble of your document, and the default current date on the bottom left of the title page will be substituted with the one you specified.
It is suggested that authors compile straight to pdf with pdflatex, i.e. following T E X→PDF. The compilation method T E X→DVI→PS→PDF is obsolete and redundant, and should not be used. As far as I know the only problem that arises frequently with T E X→PDF is the inability to obtain psfrag replacements in eps figures; that can be taken care of very easily with the package pstool.
Sections
Sections You can then refer to (1.3a), (1.3b), or (1.3). More complicated structures with subequations can be achieved with the corresponding amsmath environment. Note that all equation environments define labels that can be used only later in the text with \Label. The original \eqref{Label} is otherwise needed. In the rare occasion that the name of your label coincides with the name of a L A T E X 2 ε command, you will get an error and the file won't compile. In that case, just change the name of your label.
Citations
To cite a paper use the command \rcite{}. (The default command \cite{} can still be used.) The syntax is exactly the same as in \cite, but, if \draftmode is used, \rcite presents the label of the citation as an exponent to the citation number wherever that appears (except in the bibliography, where the label appears on the left margin).
The .bib file can be included in the main .tex file, preferably at the end, right before 
